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What is Digital Skills?
Digital skills is a range of abilities to
use digital devices, communication
applications, and networks to
access and manage information.



Why Digital skills
matter?
Digital skills matter because they empower us in the modern world.
They help with work, communication, and problem-solving, ensuring
we can navigate the digital age effectively and stay connected.



Global citizens 

Internet is not for everyone

 billion internet users in the world
over 65% of the world's population has access to
the internet.

5.3



INTERNET USER IN
CAMBODIA

Reference to https://datareportal.com/ 

11.37 million
67.5 percent of Cambodia population 



Digital literacy 
Digital Literacy is the ability to find, evaluate, use, and share
information using digital technology. It includes skills like internet
navigation, online safety, critical thinking, and effective
communication in the digital age.



Online Safety
scenario:Imagine you receive a friend request on
Facebook from someone who appears to be a close
friend or family member. You accept the request,
thinking it's a genuine connection request. Soon
after, this new friend sends you a message with a
link to what seems like Facebook's login page,
claiming you need to re-enter your password for
security reasons.

1.check the profiles
2.Verify the message
3.check the url
4.don’t enter password 
5.use 2FA



Finding the
information
In today's digital age, the ability to find
reliable information online is a crucial
component of digital literacy.

Source Evaluation Search Strategies

Currency: Check for recent information.
Relevance: Ensure it's related to your topic.
Authority: Verify the author's expertise.
Accuracy: Look for evidence and facts.
Purpose: Consider the source's intent and bias.

CRAAP
Plan: Define your topic and key terms.
Question: Formulate specific research questions.
Run: Execute searches, starting broad and narrowing.
Sort: Evaluate and select relevant sources.
Track: Keep records of sources for reference.

PQRST



Basic computer skills

File Management Email managment

MS office Web browsing

keyboard shortcuts

In today's world, computer skills are like a universal
language. No matter your profession or background,
these basic computer skills are essential.



Social media 
and networking

File Sharing

Online Meetings Communication tools

Collaboration 
Collaboration in digital literacy refers to the
ability to work effectively with others using
digital tools and platforms. 



FUTURE TRENDS
IN DIGITAL SKILLS



Knowledge of online security
practices to protect personal
information, data, and devices
from cyber threats, such as
malware, phishing, and identity
theft.

Digital Skills

Programming and Coding

Cybersecurity

Computer Literacy Digital Security

Knowledge of how to protect
digital assets and systems from
cyber threats and attacks,
including skills related to
network security and ethical
hacking.

Proficiency in programming
languages and coding skills,

which are valuable in software
development, web development,

and data analysis.

Basic knowledge of how to use a
computer, including

understanding hardware
components, operating systems,

and software applications.



DIGITAL SKILLS IN 21 CENTURY
Digital skills are essential in various sectors, including education, healthcare, the economy, and more.

Education Healthcare Economy Business

Government &public
service

Manufactacturing &
industry

Environmental Daily life 



EDUCATION

-Remote learning
-Online resources
-Learning from youtube 
-Learning from the internet
-Learning how to learn



In today's world, learning digital skills is a must.
They open doors, help us connect, and let us
succeed in a digital age. Keep on learning and
using these skills to make the most of our
digital world!
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